
October 26, 2001

Alice C. Williams, Director
U.S. Department of Energy
Ohio Field Office
West Valley Demonstration Project
10282 Rock Springs Road
West Valley, NY 14171-9799

SUBJECT: U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION SAFETY EVALUATION
REPORT OF WVNS-SAR-002, SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT FOR LOW-
LEVEL WASTE PROCESSING AND SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

Dear Ms. Williams:

I am responding to your letter, dated June 20, 2001, requesting U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) review of WVNS-SAR-002, Addendum 4, Revision 0, Draft C, �Safety
Analysis Report Addendum for Head-End Cell Decontamination and Waste Packaging.�  Your
letter states that the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) was prepared to specifically address
collecting, processing, packaging, and storing debris located in the Head-End Cell of the Main
Plant at the West Valley Development Project (WVDP). 

The NRC staff has reviewed the subject report and documented its results in the enclosed
Safety Evaluation Report (SER).  The SER concludes that the proposed decontamination of the
Head-End Cells at the WVDP does not pose an undue risk of inadvertent criticality.

If you have any questions, please contact Chad Glenn of my staff at 301-415-6722.

Sincerely,

/RA/

Larry W. Camper, Chief
Decommissioning Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety 
   and Safeguards

Enclosure: NRC SER of WVNS-SAR-002    

Alice C. Williams, Director
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West Valley DemDocket No.: 050020

1.0 IntroductionThe Safety Analysis Report (SARreducing, and storage of debris locaWest Valley Demonstration Project (W(PMC) and its crane room, the General PRemoval Room (SRR).  The HECs were used by Nuclear Fuel Services Ihandle irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies.  As a resdebris has accumulated in these cells and rooms, the includes fine particulate material such as fuel fines and sequipment used to support operations and leached and potcells also contain contaminated bulk equipment and materialsequipment, hoses, and laboratory waste such as tables and plasfines and hull sections that may potentially contain fuel.  This materdebris piles adjacent to the disassembly table near the cutoff saw andthroughout the cell.  The GPC contains similar materials in a relatively lasump area directly below the PMC/GPC hatch as well as lesser amounts thThe GPC also contains three containers of floor debris removed from anothercontainers contain much less moderator and fissile material concentrations comdebris in the PMC and GPC.  These containers are considered low-fissile mass GPcollection containers.The SAR addresses the operations required to decontaminate the highly contaminated HEThe proposed plan is to start cleanup in the PMC in 2001 and cleanup in the GPC sometimeafter that.  The loose debris will be picked up and packaged first, followed by tables, drums andlab waste, and the smaller debris.  Large debris will be size-reduced, damp or wet debris will bedried.  The waste will be stored in 114-liter (30-gallon) carbon steel drums and left in the cells orsent to radwaste storage.  The process is expected to take a few years.   All of the activities willbe performed remotely.  Due to the relatively small amount of nuclear material (most of thematerial in the HECs is non-fissile debris), the extremely low amount of moderation and the factthat geometry is not conducive to criticality, the radiological contamination issues far outweighany potential criticality concerns during the clean up operations.  However, due to an earlieroverestimate of the amount of fissile material in the HECs, it was determined that there shouldbe a criticality safety analysis for the decontamination operations.  During a site visit to the WVDP, the reviewer observed the PMC and the GPC.  The PMCrecently had the shielded windows replaced and it was possible to see into the cell.  The GPChad to be viewed via a video camera since the windows were clouded.  The windows will bereplaced before decontamination operations begin.  The cells are as described, with small piles



of fuel fines and hto zoom in on the fufuel hulls.  The hulls doconsidered potentially unnone were found to contain2.0 EvaluationSince little validated characterization dsmall amount of debris has been removewhat went in to the HECs as well as visual Extremely conservative, bounding assumptionpotential for criticality of decontamination operatipresented in the Nuclear Criticality Safety Evaluatiopurposes of evaluating the criticality safety of the decois low and there would be no added value to performing The following assumptions were made for the NCSE:�

The fuel in the debris is fresh fuel (unirradiated);

�

The fuel has a U-235 enrichment of 5 w/o (weight percent) (97.5% of threprocessed by NFS had enrichments of less than 3.3 w/o);

�

Fuel hulls and fine particulate debris are assumed to be intact sections of whunreprocessed fuel;

�

Arrays of fissile-bearing debris storage containers are assumed to be in infinite onor three dimensional hexagonal array;

�

Fissile-bearing debris inside collection and storage containers is assumed to be arrangin optimum configuration (i.e., hexagonal-pitch array).

The NCSE explicitly evaluates the criticality safety of each of four conditions:collection/packaging under normal conditions, storage under normal conditions,collection/packaging under abnormal and accident conditions, and storage under abnormal andaccident conditions.  Each of the cases is discussed in more detail below:CASE 1: For collection and handling (packaging) under normal conditions the NCSE models oneand two 30-gallon drums (for the case of two drums the drums are touching) filled with fuel pins(5 w/o U-235 enriched UO2  fuel arranged in a hexagonal lattice) arranged in the hexagonallattice.  The fuel inside the drum or drums is flooded with water.  There is no water outside thedrums.  The drums stand on a concrete floor.  In reality, it is expected that the sump area of theGPC will contain little or no water throughout the decontamination of the cell.  Historical evidenceof water infiltration into the area exists, but current video of cell conditions indicates the cell isdry and the sump level indicator registers zero water level.  The analysis yields a keff  + 2σ of
0.56.



CASE 2: For storthe x and y directionwith fuel pins (5 w/o Uinside and stand on a conabove, but with damp fuel.  and partially filled with water toboth cases there is no water outsthe damp fuel yielded the highest k� +CASE 3:  For collection and handling (paconditions the NCSE models three differenthemispherical pile of fuel in the GPC sump aremodels, but cut off by a 60 cubic foot hemispherelevel (lower nine inches) and is dry above the floor. The second scenario models two 30 gallon drums fillelattice and flooded with water (33 v/o water) located nextfuel.  There is no water outside the drums.  The drums sit oyielded a keff  + 2σ of 0.92.  The last scenario models two 30 gallo
hexagonal lattice.  The fuel inside the drums is completely floodew/o).  There is no water outside the drums and they sit on a concreyielded a keff  + 2σ of 0.99 which could possibly be critical, but considering

conservatism built into the model it does not represent a realistic case, aconfiguration is therefore expected to be safely subcritical.CASE 4: For storage under abnormal and accident conditions the NCSE modelsscenarios at the 5 w/o enrichment.   The first is the single stack array filled with fueCASE 2, but fully flooded externally.  This scenario yielded a keff  + 2σ of 0.92.  The seco
exactly the same as the second scenario in CASE 3.3.0 ConclusionSince all assumptions used in the analysis are very conservative and the risk is low thisbounding approach is acceptable.  In a NRC-DOE meeting at the West Valley site on July 20,2001, DOE staff noted that the GPC is 25 feet below grade and well shielded, and even ifadditional source material were added and a criticality occurred, this would result in less than100 mrem to the worker in the closest adjacent hallway, no calculable dose to the public, and noenvironmental impact.  Based on the low risk and the extremely conservative bounding analysis,the staff concludes that the proposed decontamination of the HECs at the WVDP does not posean undue risk to workers and the public. 


